Optimization of an impulse pressure generator based on the drop-weight method.
An optimized impulse dynamic pressure generator based on a drop-weight method was developed as a secondary standard. The impulse pressure generator was characterized in detail using various parameters in order to obtain a proper reference dynamic pressure, to calibrate a dynamic pressure sensor. Both a hardware filter and a software filter were successfully employed to eliminate unavoidable noise when the impulse pressure was generated. Five variables were considered to optimize the system. A larger effective area piston-cylinder assembly should be used to obtain a faster impulse pressure. To control the peak pressure using a variable drop height is easier rather than drop weight because the change is linearly proportional to the impact speed associated with the drop height. An increase in drop weight causes an increase in duration as well as an increase in peak pressure. In addition, the pressure transmission medium is very important for generating the optimized impulse pressure, so an appropriate fluid choice is required. The viscosity and bulk modulus among the fluid properties are considered as design variables. High viscosity fluids with high bulk modulus can achieve high peak pressures without jittering. The drop weight based impulse pressure generator design and implementation method is proposed based on the detailed characterizations in this study.